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Turkey wattle template

Contributed by Leanne Guenther This is a fun and easy cut and paste paper craft that uses a paper bag as a base to make turkey puppets. To keep the puppet from being too floppy, you can not make tail feathers too large, but you can put them either towards the top (behind the head) or towards the lower part of the body, depending on
what you think looks better! Materials: brown paper lunch bag, printer, some crayons, scissors, glue, paper for printer Optional: building paper for tail feathers big funny eyes. Print a template: Print the turkey templates of your choice (color or b&amp;w). Actually, I like to print the first template and skip the tail feather template. Then children
can cut their own leaf shapes/football shapes out of building paper so they can create their own tail feathers (I found that children enjoy it better than using a tail feather template) Paint (as needed) and cut out pieces of template. Meet the paper bag: I'll go through it slowly.  Look at your paper bag. It should be closed and flat as a piece of
paper.  Just like when they're brand new. On the one hand, it's all smooth.  This is going to be the back of your puppet. It is important that all children get their back and front right at the beginning! On the other hand is the flippy card (which is usually the bottom of the bag when you wear lunch around...) This flippy card will be HEAD. Raise
the hooker a little up.  Under the tab will be the mouth, when the child puts his hand in the bag, he will be able to have a puppet conversation. Look at the rest of the front of the bag.  (Approx. 3/4 pocket under the hooker section)  This is going to be a BODY. Look at the sides of the bag.  There should be FLAP paper.   We're going to slip
our wings into this flap. If children glue their wings to the front or back of the bag, this is not a big problem. OK, now that we're in line with our bags, let's go craft! Assembling the puppet: Glue the beak to the head with a red wattle just below it. Glue your eyes to your head over your beak.  If you want, you can use hairy eyes instead of
pieces of paper templates. Glue your wings to FLAP. Glue the egg-shaped belly to the BODY. Glue your feet to the very bottom of the body Using a template of 2 or cutting your own leaf/football shapes from building paper, glue the tail feathers to the back of the paper bag so that the tips stick out from behind the body or from behind your
head, depending on what you think looks nicer! Craft templates: After printing, close the template window to return to this screen. If you're having trouble mounting a template on one page (FILE, PAGE SETUP, OR FILE, PRINTER SETTINGS in most browsers, set the page to zero. Template 1 (color) or (B&amp;W) Template 2 (color) or
(B&amp;W) Printable version of these instructions Games and puzzles Paper chain Turkeys With Thanksgiving on the horizon and new lockdown procedures in place, the sting on holiday is in the air. Keep things festive by still doing holiday activities with the family you are blessed to have with your home. What better way to celebrate
Thanksgiving than to make a turkey? Of course, these turkeys can not be eaten, but they are a cute way to celebrate with their children. Check out these five turkey crafts.  Cardboard Thankful Turkey Craft Create a turkey with feathers that shows all the things you are grateful for.  Needs: Template (see below) Cardboard (inside cereal or
cracker boxes works well) Colorful cardboard stock (red, orange, yellow and green) Scissors Glue Google eyes Colorful cardboard instructions: The first and most important step is to download the free turkey template below. Print it on a white card to make it firm. Cut each piece of template and put them aside. Track down the turkey's
body on cardboard and cut it out. Using a bunch of autumn cards, watch the feathers on different colors. Cut out the feathers and glue eight of them to the back of each turkey body. Track the wattle, beak, and two feet on the colored cartons and cut them all out. Carefully glue your beak and wattle to the face of the turkey along with two
Google eyes. Finally, glue two legs to the bottom of the back of the turkey to make them look as if they have slid out from under the fat turkey breasts. Write the names of people, objects and ideas for which they are grateful for turkey feathers. (www.adabofgluewilldo.com) Coffee filter Turkey Thanksgiving Day Craft for children Change
the daily coffee filter into colorful feathers of the turkey tail.  Supplies: Wooden spring underwear Round white coffee filters Miscellaneous Google eyes Washable markers – brown, red, orange and yellow Adhesive pistol and adhesive sticks or liquid glue with a fine tip applicator Brown acrylic craft paint Red and yellow craft foam Scissors
Visit pencil scissors Scrap of cardboard Non-stick craft mat or large plastic zipper bag Water spray Directions: Start by flattening round coffee filters Draw red, yellow and orange washable marks on them in different patterns. Place the coloured coffee filter on a craft mat or zipped bag and spray with water. Have fun watching the magic of
colors move and blend! Set aside for drying. Use a scrap of cardboard to trim the pins for easier painting. Paint all sides of the garment with a brown craft paint and brush. Set aside for drying. Glue to funny Google eyes. You can use a low-temperature hot glue gun or sticky craft glue. Now it's time to decorate the turkey faces! Cut a
triangular beak of yellow craft foam and corrugated waffles from red craft foam with scissors. Glue the beak and wattle under the eyes. Fold the dry coffee filters in half and lightly cram them to comb them. Put the coffee filter in the top clothes clip to be turkey feathers. You can insert a dyed coffee filter as it is, or cut off the corrugated edge
to feather more definition. (www.darcyandbrian.com) Popsicle Stick Turkey Craft Start with a pile of popsicle sticks and end with an adorable turkey.  Consumables: Popsicle Craft Sticks (We Used 7 to Make Our Turkey Crafts) Small Craft Sticks (We Used 2) Brown Color Google Eyes Orange Tube Cleaner Color Paper Sticky Pistol
School Sticks: Lay out seven sticks with popsicle. With an adhesive gun, glue two smaller mini craft sticks to seven sticks to hold them together. This is the body of your turkey. Paint popsicle sticks brown. Cut two pieces of orange tube cleaner and glue into the back of the popsicle sticks so that it sticks to the turkey legs. Bend the tube
cleaners at the end to form the legs. Cut the feathers from the building paper or card stock and glue to the back of the rods to protrude above the top. Glue two Google eyes to the front of the turkey and a beak cut out of orange paper and a scratch/wattle cut from red paper. (www.aboutamom.com) Painted Pinecone Turkeys Turn
something from your yard into a fun little turkey.  Supplies: Pine trees - if you have pine trees growing near your house, first of all - you are lucky! your pine trees are free! Secondly, you will undoubtedly have a lot to choose from, so choose the largest and best for this craft. If you are like me and have zero access to pine trees falling from a
tree, you will need to buy them, so look for large, beautiful, intact pine trees. You can find them in craft shops in mesh bags... usually fragrant, which is just another bonus! Color - orange, red and yellow Paint brushes - small Pom pom poms - you will need small - medium-sized pom poms for turkey faces. Googles eyes Scrapers felt in
both orange and red – orange for beak and red for defects. Glue directions: The first thing you need to do is to start painting pine scales. I started with yellow, then red, and ended up with orange. I left some scales natural because I thought the brown color looked so great with red, yellow and orange. When you paint scales, you want to
make sure that you spread each color around and not a bundle of all the reds in one area, etc. You need to try to scatter every color throughout. Also, you will probably find that you need to make 2 coatings. After you make the first coat for each color, you should be able to make a second coat almost immediately - the color will sneer
relatively quickly. Now you need to make turkey faces sticking to two Google eyes. Next, you will need to cut out a small triangle of orange felt and a defect from your Felt. I just put on a free hand a flak – a rounded shape at the bottom with a thinner pointed shape at the top. There is a piece of pine that protrudes from the very top/front of
the pine and you will need to carefully cut off, and potentially even a few scales, to nest the turkey face in front of the pine. Add some glue to the back of the pom pom and hold it in place until it has perched. (www.livecrafteat.com) Turkey Headband Thanksgiving Craft Take your craft to the next level by being wearable.  Stocks: Turkey
Headband Template Brown Kraft Cardstock Building Paper Big Google Eyes Red Balloon Stapler Scissors Sticking Directions: Start by downloading the turkey headband template. Print the template on a brown kraft cardstock. There's another page of template with rectangular pieces of feathers. This page is optional for use. We cut our
own feathers out of building paper. Cut out two pieces of turkey headband template. Fold a piece of yellow building paper or cardboard in half. Cut a triangular shape along the fold. You end up with a folded diamond shape, which is used as a turkey beak. Glue the beak to the circular face of the turkey head. Get a red balloon. Depending
on how big your balloon is, you may need to cut off part of its end so it doesn't hang too far from the headband. Use an adhesive stick or sticky glue to glue the balloon next to the turkey beak. Stick your big Google eyes on turkey headbands. Use a stapler on the stapler of the back of the turkey piece of the headband to the front of the
headband piece. For younger children, you can check the size before adding the final staples. Cut the strips of building paper 1-inch x 9-inch. We used 8 headband strips. Fold the paper strips around the back of the headband and check them in place. (www.iheartcraftythings.com) There are so many ways to make a turkey vessel!
Whether you want to paint, use paper or even incorporate some items from all over the yard, you are sure to make the most accurate little turkeys in this holiday season. Season.
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